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David Devant’s first big illusion: Vice Versa 
By Anne Goulden 

 

David Devant was a very young man when he 

started his career as an entertainer. One of his 

earliest professional performances was recalled by 

Hugall Benedict. 

 
The first time I saw Devant was at the old 

Sanger's Amphitheatre at Ramsgate on 2 July 

1888, when he was touring as the lecturer for 

General and Mrs Mite. He gave "Ten Minutes' 

Delightful Delusions," and I can assure you they 

were delightful to me. The tricks were the same 

as I saw Bautier de Kolta perform at the Egyptian 

Hall in 1886: silks and decanters, billiard balls 

and eggs, card shuffles and palming, concluding 

with production of strings of cards from the 

pockets of members of the audience. [Magic 

Circular, vol.36, no.403, December 1941, page 54.] 

 

Devant was twenty years old at the time of this show. The tricks he presented at 

Ramsgate were well suited to private performances, but he had ambitions towards 

stage work. He spent the next few years expanding his repertoire and gaining 

experience, and by the end of 1892 he was in a position to put on a full-evening show 

at Balham Hall in south London. The show was for two nights only, Tuesday 5 and 

Wednesday 6 December 1892. This programme is in the Davenport Collection: 
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Devant was assisted by his wife, Annie Marion Devant, under her stage name of 

Marion Melville. There were musicians and a ventriloquist to provide variety, but the 

five principal items were Devant’s. He closed the show with his new illusion, Vice 

Versa. The apparatus for Vice Versa will have been expensive to build, and it is 

perhaps not surprising that Devant had to borrow money from a friend to finance the 

show. The friend was G Gordon Powell, a solicitor and amateur magician who became 

a leading light in The Magic Circle. He wrote up the story for the Magic Circular, 

December 1941: 
 

About 1890 Devant came to see me when I was an articled clerk; he proposed 

to give a public show at Balham, and wanted me to back it to the extent of 

£10. I pointed out that he could not get a hall and pay for printing and 

advertising on this, but he said he had got a hall cheaply and would himself go 

round and leave notices at the houses, all of which he did with this £10. I was 

to receive this amount from the takings and a half share of any surplus. The 

total takings amounted to a little over £7, but, though seemingly a failure, it 

was really the first rung on the ladder to fame. 
 

Gordon Powell was about 80 years old when he wrote his piece for the Magic Circular. 

His memory of events which took place fifty years earlier may not have been entirely 

reliable. In the Davenport Collection we have four letters which he wrote to Devant at 

the time of the show. The first is dated 21 November 1892. 
 

Dear Devant 

 Thanks for letter of yesterday. I quite understand arrangements and we are 

at one mind on all points. 

 I enclose cheque for £5 – and if all necessary expenses can be paid out of 

this, so much the better. But I don’t think it will [do] to spoil the ship for a 

ha’porth of tar so if you want the further £2 10s let me know . . . 

 I hope you will settle the chap at the Hall. Mind you keep his letter as it may 

be necessary to put a 6d stamp on it, if he seems cantankerous. 

 Kind regards to Mrs Devant. 

Yours sincerely, Gordon Powell 

Could you run up to town next Friday or Saturday & have some lunch & a chat. 
 

Devant did ask for the further £2 10s, so Gordon Powell’s total investment in the show 

was £7 10s. At a time when a poor family might have to survive on £1 per week, this 

was a substantial sum of money. 

 Gordon Powell’s next letter is dated Friday 2 December 1892. 
 

Dear Devant  

 I enclose your cheque for £2 10s as requested. I am quite content with your 

figures. 

 I saw your show at the [Crystal] Palace on Monday [28 November]. No doubt 

you saw me as I was in the first row. I am engaged out tomorrow afternoon, 

but will endeavour to be outside the theatre after your performance tomorrow. 

 I am sorry I shall not now be able to come over [to Balham Hall] on Monday 

or Tuesday, as I have had a long standing arrangement for the Tuesday & my 

father wants me to go out with him on the Monday. 

 With kind regards to Mrs D. 

Yours sincerely, Gordon Powell 

 

Devant’s billing at the Crystal Palace was “Royal Magician and Shadowgraphist”. 

However he had not yet appeared before British royalty. He called himself the Royal 
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Magician on the strength of a private performance for Carmen Sylva, Queen of 

Roumania, on 12 February 1890 (see the letterhead reproduced in the appendix). 

Wikipedia tells us that Carmen Sylva was Princess Elisabeth of Wied, Queen Consort 

of Roumania from 1881 to 1914; she was a writer and Carmen Sylva was her pen name. 

 Gordon Powell was very understanding about the financial failure of Devant’s 

Balham Hall show. On 9 December he wrote: 
 

Dear Devant  

 I am very sorry that the show didn’t go. Better luck next time. Would you 

send one Postal Order for what is left for me, as I may not be able to be at the 

[Crystal] Palace tomorrow or today & I should like to settle off the matter, so 

that I shan’t think any more about it. 

 Don’t bother your mind about me. I am only so sorry you should have had 

all the trouble you had for nothing.  

 I hope they are keeping you on at the Palace. 

Yours sincerely, Gordon Powell 
 

Three days later, on 12 December, he wrote: 
 

Dear Devant  

 Many thanks for the £2 13s odd - also for the Shadowgraphy frame. Did you 

also send the lantern, if so I have not yet received it. I am quite certain you 

did your best at Balham and am very sorry you should have had so much 

trouble for nothing. I hear Vice Versa was a great success tonight. 

 Kind regards to Mrs D. 

Yours sincerely, Gordon Powell 

PS I am sending all the receipts as you may like to keep them, in case anyone 

wants to be paid twice. 
 

At the time Gordon Powell had a silent thought transmission act which he worked 

with his sister. It was along the lines of a similar act which Charles and Lilian Morritt 

were presenting at the Egyptian Hall. Devant had asked Gordon Powell to teach him 

this act; in return, Gordon Powell was happy to accept lessons in shadowgraphy from 

Devant. In recompense for the loss on the Balham Hall show, Devant gave Gordon 

Powell some shadowgraphy equipment. 

 
Ticket for the show (Paul Kieve collection). I’m grateful to Paul 
for pointing out that the writing on the back is Devant’s. 
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The ticket shown on the previous page has been much annotated. On the front are the 

words “Free Pass”. On the back are some handwritten figures which appear to give 

the receipts for the two shows:  
 

5 December £2 18s 3d 

6 December £1 14s 

Total  £4 12s 3d. 

 

The receipts are split between “taken” and “tickets”. It’s possible that “taken” means 

tickets sold on the door, and “tickets” means tickets sold in advance.  

 A handbill for the show (The Magic Circle Collection, illustrated below) tells us that 

there were three seat prices: reserved 2s and 3s; unreserved 6d. If we assume that no 

one paid extra for a reserved seat, paying audience numbers amount to 116 on 

5 December and 68 on 6 December. The audience will have been bulked out by people 

who were given free tickets. 

 

 

 

 

The handbill (above, left) tells us that Devant ‘is now appearing nightly from 6 to 7pm 

at the Crystal Palace’. The Balham Hall show started at 8pm, so Devant’s timetable for 

Left: handbill for the show (Photo courtesy of The Magic Circle Archives, London). 
Right: front of programme (Davenport Collection). 
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the two evenings of the show was tight. He will have relied on friends and family to 

open the doors at 7.30, settle the audience in their seats, and see that arrangements for 

the show were in order. It is not impossible that his brother Ernest Wighton, then a 

young man of 19, was among the helpers.  

 Devant will have hoped that the Balham Hall show would help his career along. In 

that respect he was not disappointed. He said in his autobiography My Magic Life 

(page 63) that “the manager of the Crystal Palace, Mr Gillman, was persuaded to come 

along and see this show, and he gave me a contract to give an hour’s performance, 

once daily for a fortnight, at the Opera Theatre.” However it is clear that Devant’s 

engagement at the Crystal Palace began before the Balham Hall show. 

 It seems likely that Mr Gillman was invited specifically to see Vice Versa. The result 

was that Devant received a second engagement at the Crystal Palace, with Vice Versa 

as the feature. Gordon Powell’s final letter tells us that Vice Versa was shown there on 

Monday 12 December 1892. The following day the Times advertisement for the Crystal 

Palace included the words “Re-engagement of Mr David Devant, who will appear 

every evening except Thursday, and introduce an entirely new and original illusion, 

entitled Vice Versa.” 

 With his second engagement at the Crystal Palace under way, Devant could set 

about marketing the new illusion. One method was to use advertising material like 

this flier: 

 

It was personal contact that took him to Maskelyne & Cooke’s theatre at the Egyptian 

Hall. Devant told the story in an article entitled My Illusions in The Strand Magazine of 

January 1913. He started by describing Vice Versa, as seen at the Crystal Palace. 
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The first stage illusion I ever produced was 

suggested by the title of the book Vice Versa 

by Mr. Anstey. In this case the effect I 

wished to produce on the minds of the 

audience was this. I wanted to convince 

them, by demonstration and under 

conditions which seemed to preclude any 

idea of trickery, that I could turn a man into 

a woman [Devant must mean a woman into 

a man]. The lady was asked to step into a 

four-posted structure, and to stand on a 

board three feet square raised by means of 

posts four feet from the floor. Above the 

board on which the lady stood the four posts 

carried light silk curtains for the purpose of 

covering her at the moment of the 

transformation. The audience could see that 

there was no spare room in the structure in 

which to conceal a child. It was obviously 

impossible, therefore, that a man could be 

hidden in the apparatus. 

This skeleton cabinet was placed in the 

centre of the stage of the Opera Theatre at 

the Crystal Palace. Everyone could see all 

around it. A long tape was tied round the 

lady’s waist, and the ends were thrown out 

to spectators seated in the stalls. Two 

members of the audience were asked to hold the tapes tightly and report if 

they felt any movement of the tapes. 

 I drew the little curtains, and when I again opened them, after an interval 

of about thirty seconds, the lady had become a man, and the tape which had 

been tied around her was tied round the man, although the ends were still held 

by the two members of the audience. 

 My wife was my assistant on that occasion, and we nearly had a very serious 

accident. We had tried the illusion on a platform, but not on the stage of a 

theatre. In those days theatre stages were invariably built with a “rake” — that 

is to say, with a slanting floor. Owing to the “rake” of the stage, the apparatus 

became top-heavy directly my wife got into it, and the whole thing began to 

topple over towards the footlights. Had I not been able to save the cabinet in 

the nick of time there would have been no performance that evening — except, 

possibly, the disappearance of my wife into the big drum, and there would have 

been nothing magical about that. 
 

Devant loved a good story and it was entirely in character that he should tell one 

against himself. He was inclined to embroider the facts, and the toppling of the 

apparatus may not have happened quite as he described it. Whatever the true story, 

we can be certain that he took the rake of the stage into account when designing future 

illusions. 

 Devant invited J N Maskelyne to see Vice Versa at the Crystal Palace. Maskelyne 

was too busy to travel to the Crystal Palace and he asked Devant to arrange a showing 

of Vice Versa in the West End. Devant knew the manager of the Trocadero on Leicester 

Square, and was able to arrange a trial show there. His 1913 Strand Magazine article 

tells us what ensued: 
 

Mr. Maskelyne saw this, my first big illusion, but the apparatus was too large 

for the tiny stage at the Egyptian Hall. When he explained this to me I at once 

undertook to evolve something else. I went home, and in a few days returned 

to Mr. Maskelyne with a complete model of “The Artist’s Dream,” which I set 

This drawing by E.K. Elcock was 
used to illustrate Devant’s article in 
The Strand Magazine of January 
1913. 
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out on a table in his office. I went home with the model of the illusion in a bag 

and a model contract in my pocket. Mr. Maskelyne was to build the illusion and 

produce it in the form of a sketch: at that time I could not have borne the 

expense of such an undertaking myself. It was arranged that I should appear 

and introduce my own illusion, and at the same time make my début as a 

conjurer at the world’s headquarters of magic. 
 

Devant and The Artist’s Dream were first seen at the Egyptian Hall on 4 September 

1893. Devant did not take part in The Artist’s Dream but gave a magic act as a separate 

item in the programme. This is how the two items appear in a programme of the time 

(reference N1752 on the Davenport Collection website): 
 

 

The programme makes it clear that Devant invented the illusion, The Artist’s Dream. 

However he was not one of the actors in the sketch, The Artist’s Dream, which featured 

his illusion. His wife, Marion Melville, played the part of the Spirit Wife; the two other 

parts were played by members of the Egyptian Hall team. The Artist’s Dream 

continued in the show until the summer of 1894, when it was replaced by another 

sketch. Devant stayed on and became a permanent member of the Egyptian Hall team. 

His career was made. 

 The sketch, The Artist’s Dream, was apparently not seen again at the Egyptian Hall. 

It remained a favourite of Devant’s and he showed it on tour and at St George’s Hall. 

He published Mel B Spurr’s blank verse script in Appendix II of his autobiography, 

My Magic Life. 

 In 1912 Devant’s career reached its peak when he began to tour the music halls as 

a bill-topping act. He kept The Artist’s Dream in his repertoire but adapted it to suit 

music hall audiences. He dispensed with the blank verse script and presented The 

Artist’s Dream illusion in mime. He added his Mascot Moth vanish at the very end of 

https://www.davenportcollection.co.uk/item/maskelyne-and-cooke-egyptian-hall-london-55/
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the illusion. The artist tried to embrace the Spirit of Mercy, she vanished in his arms, 

and he fell prone upon the stage, apparently dead. It was a melodramatic finish, much 

to Devant’s taste. 

 In 1913 David Devant was one of seven music hall acts who were commanded to 

appear before King George V and Queen Mary in a private performance at Knowsley 

Hall, the home of the Earl and Countess of Derby. Devant’s brother Ernest Wighton, 

then employed by Moss Empires Ltd, was involved in the organisation of the 

performance. The two brothers, David and Ernest, had come a long way since the 1892 

show at Balham Hall. 

 

A poster for The Artist’s Dream used on tour in the early 1900s (Peter Lane Collection). 
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Appendix 

Financial result of the Balham Hall show 

 

Devant’s account for the Balham Hall show came to light recently in the Paul Kieve 

Collection. I’m grateful to Paul for permission to reproduce it in this appendix. 

 Devant’s account is on the back of an old letterhead. He wrote this letter to Gordon 

Powell on the front. 

 
 

Here is a transcript: 
Dec 9th 1892 

Dear Powell 

Please find enclosed £2 13s 1½d. I hope I have made the enclosed account 

plain. I sent your frame yesterday and am engaged to do the illusion [Vice 

Versa] at the [Crystal] Palace next week. Shall I see you Saturday? I shall 

then be able to explain the whole thing. 

Yours truly, D Devant. 

 

The letterhead describes Devant as “Royal Illusionist, Magician and 

Shadowgraphist”. In smaller type it says “Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen of 

Roumania expressed her entire satisfaction with the Entertainment given by Mr David 

Devant February 12th 1890”. 

 The left hand column of the letterhead gives details of Devant’s former manager, 

Augustus Pereno. At the time when it was printed Devant and his wife were sharing 

a house in Dawes Road, Fulham with Pereno and his wife. In My Magic Life, Devant 

said that Mrs Devant and Mrs Pereno did the catering on alternate weeks, “with a 

friendly rivalry to see who could do it the cheapest.” This arrangement began early in 
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1890 and was perhaps too cosy to last long. Pereno and Devant parted company before 

the Balham Hall show. 

 On the back of the notepaper Devant gave a detailed list of expenses, the bulk of 

which are publicity. 

 

Takings are as recorded on the back of the ticket in Paul Kieve’s collection. Devant’s 

calculations are not altogether clear but it seems that the show made a loss of £2 5s 6d, 

as follows: 
   Ticket sales £4 12s 3d 

   Programme sales 10s 6d 

Total receipts £5  2s 9d         

Less: expenses £7  8s 3d 

   Loss £2  5s 6d 
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Devant and Gordon Powell had agreed that Gordon Powell would make a loan of 

£7 10s, for which he was to receive a half share of the profit plus repayment of his loan. 

The two friends seem not to have imagined that the show would make a loss. 

 Devant’s solution was to ask Gordon Powell to bear the expenses of the show, in 

return for which he received half the receipts. This left Devant with half the receipts, 

an outcome which Gordon Powell accepted. 

Devant’s list of expenses is transcribed below. I’ve allocated them to three 

categories: publicity, artists and helpers, and miscellaneous. 

 
 Publicity Artists and 

helpers 

Misc 

DC [?display cards]: 200 coloured 

                              200 plain 

Less: allowance for 25 coloured DC which 

were returned being no room to post same 

£2   0s 6d 

12s 6d 

 

5s 0d 

  

5,000 handbills 12s 6d   

200 slips 4s 0d   

500 tickets   4s 6d 

Giant letters   2s 6d 

Boys to meet people with DC coming out of 

hall at previous events 

 

2s 0d 

  

[Bill] posting and handbill distribution £1  0s 0d   

500 programmes   8s 6d 

2 sandwich[board] men, two days 10s 0d   

Pianist  10s 0d  

Assistant (Buckland)  7s 6d  

Limelight (cylinder of oxygen)   4s 0d 

Porterage to and fro   2s 6d 

Hall man   2s 3d 

Refreshments for 7 artists and 5 check 

takers: 

   Two bottles of whiskey 

   Two dozen ale and stout 

  

5s 0d 

5s 0d 

 

Category totals £4 16s 6d £1  7s 6d £1  4s 3d 

 
Summary 

Publicity £4 16s 6d 

Artists and helpers £1  7s 6d 

Miscellaneous £1  4s 3d 

    Total expenses  £7  8s 3d 

 

Devant had 500 tickets printed, suggesting that the hall could accommodate an 

audience of 250. If he had sold all 500 tickets at 6d, his box office takings would have 

been £12 10s. This makes some sense of the amount he spent on publicity. 

 He will have known that some tickets had to be given away. For example, 

shopkeepers were often willing to display a poster or handbills in their shop, but they 

expected a ticket for the show in exchange. Devant would have to give free tickets to 

people like the Crystal Palace manager who were invited to see his show. The ticket 

in Paul Kieve’s collection was used as a free pass.  

 Devant’s mistake may have been to spend more on publicity than the hall was 

worth. Apparently there was no hire fee, and the only hall expense was 2s 3d paid to 
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the “hall man” (presumably the caretaker). Balham seems not to have been a wealthy 

area; if it had been, the Devants could not have afforded to live there. 

 Devant’s list of expenses mentions seven artists. Devant and his wife, Marion 

Melville, came free of charge, of course. Two of the other artists received a fee: Bert 

Buckland and the pianist, Mrs M E Clarke. They both played a major part in the show. 

Buckland gave two songs and assisted in Vice Versa. Mrs Clarke will have been at the 

piano throughout the performance.  

 The other three artists gave one turn each: George Denham (actor vocalist), A J 

Evans (comic singer), and C R Woodward (ventriloquist). Their only reward was a 

glass of beer or whiskey. It is possible that they called in between engagements as a 

favour to a friend. No doubt Devant performed in his friends’ concerts on a similar 

basis. 

 The experience of the Balham Hall show will have stood Devant in good stead 

when he went on tour in later years. In the short term the show proved to be a turning 

point in his career. It was hard work but well worth the effort. 

 


